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ABSTRACT
AN   EXPERIMENT   IN   INIVENTORY   CONTROL
by
Johnny  G.   Floyd
The  Problem
An  experiment  to  determine  whether  exponential
smoothing  ``^7ith  seasonal  adjustments,   i.e.,   sales   ti-end
adjustm.ents,   and  economic  manufacturing  quantity  ca.Icu-
lations  will  pr(.`vide  the  necessary  tools  for  inventory
control   a.i-.  Central  Foundry  Company.
1'b€±    I.`.t.cif:c`,ci.u..i: a,
Exponential  smoothing  was  used  to  forecast  sales
for  a  future  period  of  time  based  on  recent  past  infor-
matiori.     By  using  the  sales  quantity  of  an  item  from  the
ir.ri`tie€^iate  pa.st  period  as  a  present  starting  base  a  futul-a
period   sa.leg:  was   forecast®     A   seasor`.al   adjustment  was  made
to  the  future  forecast  by  the  pe.rcent  of  sales  experiericc'±al
in  th,e  past  yea.rs  for  that  period  of  i,ime..
The  ecoriomic  manufacturing  quantity  was  deterr'.iilieLl
hy  u.sing  a.r`.  established  EOQ  i-.ormula  that  considered  the
e;.I.mual  ra.te  of  sales  for  the  item,   the  setup  cost  for  that
item.  in  I.he  cl`epartment,   the  inventory  carring  cost  of  the
item,   arid  the  unit  or  sta,+-idard  cost  of  the  item.
Togeth.a.i-  these  calculations  provided  the  scheduling
dep.p`rtrient-.  t`he  tools  of  predicting  future  requiremcmts  and




Cone lu s i ons
The  objectives  of  the  investigatic>n  were  realized:
(i)     Inventories  were  reduced  through  use  of  this
planning  tool®
(2)     The  customer  service  level  increased  resulting
in  fewer  out-of-stock  conditioli.s.
(3)     A  halanced  inventory  was  obtained.
(4)     The  inventory  turns  per  annum  were  increased
from  four  to  eight.
(5)     Sales   fore,casts  were  within  14%  variance  of
act.ual  shipments  rather  than  the  previous
33%.
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CHAPTER   i
INTRODUCTION
At  Central  Foundry  Company  a  problem  of  finished
goods   inventory  balance  existed.     While  there  was  ample
inventory,  in  terms  of  dollars  and  quantity,  it  was  not
in  the  correct  items.     In  the  past  Central  Foundry's
production  planning  and  control  function  had  to  guess,
assume,   or  otherwise  estimate  what  items  were  going  to
sell  in  the  future.    The  need  for  improved  production
plannina  and  sales  forecasting  techniques  were  obvious.
The  production  planning  function  was  assigned  the
responsibility  for  planning  the  future  needs  for  manufac-
turing  the  product.     The  demand  or  sales  forecast  provided
by  the  marketing  organization  was  the  vital  element  in
this  preparation.    As  sales  rates  change  at  the  consumer
level,  production  rates  must  also  change.    Then  sales
rates  increase,  well-controlled  inventory  levels  must
generally  increase  also  to  maintain  the  same  level  of
customer  service.     The  opposite  effect  caused  production
to  drop  drastically  wnen  sales  fell  off  even  moderately.
Contr61  over  such  f luctuations  was  established  to  ease




First  order  exponential  smoothing  with  seasonal
adjustment  was  used  for  forecasting  the  expected  sales,
and  economic  manuf acturing  quantities  were  calculated  to
provide  economical  and  smooth  operation  of  the  production
facilities .
THE   PROBLEM
An  experiment  to  determine  whether  exponential
smoothing  with  seasonal  adjustment.s,   i.e. ,   sales  trend
adjustments,   and  economic  manufacturing  quantity  calcula-
tions  will  provide  tne  necessary  tools  for  inventory
control  at  Central  Foundry  Company.
Statement  of  the  Problem
Can  inventories  by  properly  f orecast  and  economi-
cally  planned  for  the  disamatic  department  of  Central
Foundry  Company?
±r?_a_|ys_i±
Will  exponential  smoothing  and  economic  order
quantity  calculations  provide  the  necessary  tools  for
accurately  forecasting  sales  and  planning  production?
Delimitations
The  production  plan  and  f orecasted  sales  requires
evaluation  by  the  production  planner  in  loading  the
disametic  department,   i.e.,  if  the  department  is  loaded
to  a  point  greater  than  production  capacity  fewer  items
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than  forecasted  must  be  scheduled.     If  external  require-
ments  af fect  the  rate  of  sale  of  an  item  the  production
planner  must  make  allowances  for  these  f luctuations  in
scheduling  the  department.     The  forecasted  production
plan,  for  the  best  results,  required  judgments  altering
it  to  some  degree  by  the  production  planner  at  the  time
the  schedule  was  finalized.     The  production  plan  was  simply
a  guide  or  planning  tool  used  in  assisting  production
in  loading  the  manufacturing  department.
THEORETICAL   FRAMEWORK
Several  conditions  are  sought  in  this  investigation:
(1)     Inventories  must  be  reduced  through  proper  use  of
this  planning  tool.
(2)     The  customer  service  level  must  be  increased
resulting  in  fewer  out-of-stock  conditions.
(3)     A  balanced  inventory  must  also  be  attained,   i..e.,
few  items  that  do  not  sell  readily  and  an  adequate
supply  of  those  items  with  high  sales  rates.
(4)     The  number  of  inventory  turns  per  annum  must  be
increased  to  at  least  eight.
(5)     The  forecasted  sales  must  be  within  33%  variance  of
actual  sales  to  improve  on  past  forecast  error.
Definitions
Exponential  smoothing. --"Weighted  Average"  method
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for  updating  forecasts  regularly.i
Economic  order  quantities.--That  quantity  which   .
best  balances  the  costs  related  to  the  number
of  orders  placed  against  the  costs  related
to  the  size  of  the  orders  placed.2
Computerized  forecast.--Use  of  da`ta  processing
equipment  f or  providing  a  routine  method
for  updating  and  making  forecast.
Production  plan.--The  theoretical  plan  for  the
best  cost-performance  ratio  for  sc-heduling
production .
Disamatic.--A  diesel  operated  device  that  auto-
matically  makes  cast  iron  f ittings  with
automatic  raw  material  feed  operators.
Basic  Assum tions
(I)     Central  Foundry's  business  is  seasonal  and
followed  generally  the  building  industry  cycle  behavior.
(2)     The  disamatic  department  could  be  scheduled.
(3)     An  acceptable  forecast  can  be  made  for  future
periods  by  substituting  each  of  the  eight  forecasted  sales
for  the  oldest  value  of  the  rate-of -sale  when  determining  a
new  average  for  use  in  the  forecasting  formula.
]R.   G.   Brown,.  .Stat.isti'cal  Foreca.s
Control   (New
`f.or  I.nventor
York:      MCGraw,
2W.   Evert  Welch,   Tested  Scienti.fic
(Greenwich,   Conn.
•Inven`to.ry  C.ont'r'ol
Management Company,
CHAPTER   2
THE   FORECASTING   AND   PRODUCTION   PLANN`ING   PROCEDURE
Several  considerations  were  given  the  forecasting
and  planning  procedure  by  use  of  exponential  smoothing
and  economic  manufacturing  quantity  calculations.     First,
exponential  smoothing  was  a  means  of  forecasting  sales
for  a  future  period  of  time  based  on  recent  past  infor-
mation.     For  example,  by  using  the  quantity  of  an  item
sold  last  wee.k  substituted  as  a  present  starting  base
a  future  period  sales  was  forecast  by  use  of  the
exponential  smoothing  formula.     Second,   a  seasonal
adjustment  was  made  to  a  future  forecast  by  the  percent
of  sales  experienced  in  the  past  years  f or  that  period
of  time.    For  instance,  if  the  forecast  was  for  a  fast
selling  period  of  time  the  quantity  was  adjusted  upward
based  on  the  percent  of  historical  sales  for  the  period.
Finally,   the  economic  manufacturing  quantity  was  deter-
mined  by  using  an  established  EOQ  formula  that  considers
the  annual  rate  of  sales  for  the  item,  the  setup  cost
for  that  item  in  the  department,  the  inventory  carrying




By  using  the  average  rate-of-sale  for  the  past
seven  week  period  and  the  most  recent  week's  sales  a
forecast  was  made  by  using  the  exponential  formula.
The  EMQ  formula  was  employed  by  using  the  average  of
the  past  seven  weeks  sales  multiplied  times  f ifty-two
weeks  for  the  annual  sales.
First  Order  Smoothin
General  formula:
New  forecast  =  or  x  sales  +   (i  -  Ci)   x  old  forecast]
Reduced  form:
New  forecast  =  old'forecast  +  ct   (sales  -old  forecast)
The  new  forecast  was  factored  against  the  trend
table  of  historical  sales  to  determine  the  seasonal  adjust-
ment.     Table  1  represents  the  trend  of  shipments  for
Central  F`oundry  beginning  with  the  f irst  week  of  July  as
a  percent  of  a  year  of  shipping.
(alpha)   is  the  term  for  the  weighting  factor.
a  =  2/(n+1)   =  2/(7+I)   =   .25;   n  is  the  number  of
weeks   for  moving  average.
New  forecast  =  forecast  for  next  period.
Old  forecast  =  forecast  from  previous  period;
using  past  7  weeks  average.
]Leonard  J.   Garrett  and  Melton  Silver, Production
#=_#:_)_?_I;_:_¥Ei;_8j¥88.York:    Harcourt,  Brace  and  World,
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Sales  =  actual  sales;   actual  or  new  forecast  for
present  period  was .used.
Using  the  f orecasted  sales  volume  the  economic
manufacturing  quantity  was  determined  by  the  f ollowing
equation2
EMQ   =   EOQ   =
U  =  Annual  usage,   pieces.
S  =  Ordering  or  setup  cost,  dollars.
I  =  Inven.tory  carrying  cost,  decin.al  fraction  per  dollar
of  average  inventory  per  art.nun.
C  =  Unit  cost,  dollar  per  piece.
Together  these  calculations  provided  the  scheduling
department  the  tools  of  predicting  future  requirements  and
the  economical  scheduling  of  the  department  to  meet  these
requirements .
The  degree  of  success  of  these  calculations  will
be  measured  against  the  conditions  required  as  outlined
in  the  Theoretical  Frameworr„    Also,  the  forecasted  sales
should  show  a  good  correlation  to  actual  sales;   no  more
than  f ifteen  percent  variance  is  expected  between  products
over  the  eight  weeks  forecasted.
2Thomas  R.   Prince,
Mana
Info_rmation  S stems  for
ement  Planning  and  Control   (Homewood,Ill.:
Inc.,1966),   p.144
Irwin,
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Note:     Week  1  is  the  beginning  of  the  fiscal
year  July  art.d  week  52  is  year  end  in  June.     Week  27
represents  the  Christmas  holiday  shut-down.
CHAPTER   3
ANALYSIS   0F   THE   DATA
The  first  forecast  and  economic  calculations  for
analysis  were  made  October  17,1971   (Table  2).     The  static
features  of  this  forecast  were  as  follows:
i.    The  rate-of-sale or  shipments  for  the  past
seven  weeks  were  shown  starting  with  the  sixth
week  through  the  current  week.     The  sixth
week  represented  shipments  for  the  week
ending  August  21,   1971,   and  the  current  week
represented  shipments  for  the  week  ending
October  16,1971.
2.     The  average-weekl -sales  t.vas  determined  by
adding  the  seven  weeks  sales  and  dividing
by  seven.
3.     The  stock  or  inventory  position  was  shown
for  each  item.
4.     The  weeks-supply  was  determined  by  dividing
the  average-weekly-sales  into  stock.
5.     The  economic-manufacturin uantit Was
calculated  by  using  the  equation  on  page   7.
6.     The  year-to-date  sales  were  displayed































































7.     The  sales forecast  was  made  for  a  period  of
eight  weeks.     The  first  week  represented
expected  shipments  f or  the  week  ending
October  23,1971,   and  the  eighth  week
represented  expected  shipment  f or  the  week
ending  December   11,   1971.
8.     The  production  requirements  represented  the
requirement  f or  production  as  the  f orecasted
sales  reduced  stock.
In  using  the  production  planning  report. the
production  planner  scanned  the  weeks  available  column.
When  an  item  was  ref lected  that  had  four  weeks  or  less
inven.tory  available  based  on  the  average  weekly  sales
an  economic  manufacturing  quantity  was  calculated.     The
following  example  explains  the  procedure.
For  example:     32-1-103001   2-I/8''   bend
a.    Safety  stock  for  all  items  was  four
weeks  supply.
b.     Weeks  supply  =  stock/average  weekly
sales .
c.     The  inventory  carrying  cost  was  calculated
at  15%  or  $0.15  per  dollar  of  inventory
per  annun.
d.     The  unit  cost  was  calculated  at  25%  of  the
list  price.
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e.     The  set-up  cost  was  calculated  as   shown
in  Appendix  i.
f .       EMQ   =   EOQ   =
n+i n+7Ji  =   2510   x   52
130,520  pieces
n
S   =   S|08.00
I   =   $0.15
C   =   Sl.60   x   25%   =    .40
2 (130 ' 520) 108
EMQ- .15  (\. 40 ) -21,500  units
Therefore,   the  economic  manufacturing  quantity
for  the  2-i/8"  bend  for  an  average  rate  of  sale  of
2510  was   21,500  units   or   8.57  weeks   supply.     The  pro-
duction  planner  scheduled  this  item  for  immediate
`      production  because  of  a  safety  stock  condition  or  weeks
supply  of  only  two  weeks  as  shown  in  Table  2.
The  production  planner  used  the  historical  rate-
9f-sale,   average-weekly-sales,   stock,  YTD  sales,   and.
sales  forecast  for  intuitive  and  judgmental  decisions
that  sometimes  altered  the  quantity  scheduled  from  the
EMQ.     A  plant  shut-down  for  a  number  of  weeks  required
a  judgmental  decision  altering  the  E,MQ.     If  the
LReference  page   7.
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sales  forecast  shows  a  sharp  decline  or  rise  f ron  the
average  rate-of-sale,   a  judgmental  decision  may  be
required  of  the  production  planner  to  alter  the  EMQ.
Each  week  the  forecast  was  made  anew  and  weeks
supply  determined  based  on  the  most  recent  information
concerning  sales  and  stock.     A  new  average-weekly-sales
was  calculated  each  week  by  moving  the  most  recent  week's
shipment  into  the  current  position  of  the  "rate-of-sale"
and  shifting  the  other  weeks'   supply  over  by  one  with
the  oldest  week's  shipments  being  removed.
The  sales  forecast  and  production  requirement  was
recalculated  each  week  taking  advantage  of  changing  trends
and  the  most  recent  information  on  shipments.    An  eight-
week  forecast  was  made  each  week  for  the  eight  shipping
periods  in  the  future.     This  forecast  for  each  period  was
deducted  from  stock  to  show  the  minimum  production
requirement  for  each  period  if  the  EMQ  could  not  be  met,
and  this  forecast  was  a  guide  for  production  planning
and  sales  personnel.
An  example  of  the  forecast  method  follows.
For  example:      32-103001   2-i/8"   bend
New  forecast  =  old  forecast  + a  (sales  -  old  forecast)2
a.     Old  forecast  =  average  weekly  sales  =  2510
2Reference  page  6.
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b.      a  =   .25
c.     Sales  =  current  sales  =  2197
New  forecast  =   2510   +   .25(2197   -2510)   =   2432.
By  applying  seasonal  adjustment, `the  week  number
of  Table  1  was  16  corresponding  to  the  week  of  October  23
for  the  first  period  forecast.3    The  percent  of  sales  was
2.50  and  the  average  equals  1.96%.     Therefore,
New  forecast  =   2432(2.50)/i.96  =   3102  units.
The  next  seven  weeks  were  forecast  the  same  as
above  by  taking  a  new  average  based  on  the  previous  fore-
cast  and  substituting  this  new  average  for  the  "old
forecast"  and  substituting  the  previous  forecast  for  "sal.es"
in  the  equation.     The  seasonal  adjustment  used  the  next
period  for  each  forecast  on  Table  I.
Table  3  is  the  production  planning  chart  and  is  a
summary  of  items  to  be  produced.     The  chart  was .developed
by  scanning  Table  2  and  listing  those  items  requiring
production.    The  chart  served  as  working  papers  for  the
department .
The  production  planning  chart  describes  the  item,
and  provides  a  column  for  weeks  supply  and  the  EMQ.
A  completion  date  column  was  provided  to  designate  the
date  the  item-quantity  was  to  be  completed.    This  chart
3Reference  page  6  and  Table  1.
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was  distributed  to  the  department  foremen  as  production
orders .
Each  week  this  exercise  was  repeated  and  the
production  planner  made  any  necessary  adjustments  in
the  previous  schedule  not  completed  and  scheduled  addi-
tional  items  as  required.    A  safety  stock  of  four  weeks
was  considered  ample  and  items  were  scheduled  for
production  that  fell  below  this  level.
Table  4  shows  the  comparison  of  forecasted  to  actual
shipments.     As  depicted,  the  results  are  very  good.
The  variance  from  actual  ranges  from  0  to  14%  which  was
close  enough  for  planning  purposes,   particularly  when
a  new  forecast  and  planning  analysis.was  made  each  week.
The  variance  was  calculated  by  summing  the  f orecasted
and  actual  sales  for  each  item  for  the  eight  periods
(ignore  both  values  when  the  actual  sales  has  an  asterisk)
and  subtracting  the  difference  and  dividing  by  the  sum
of  the  forecasted  sales.
The  forecasting  and  planning  techniques  provided
the  desired  results  in  inventory  turns  as  shown  in  Figure  1.
In  October  of  1971  the  Company  was  experiencing  four   .
inventory  turns  per  annum  based  on  current  month  calculations.
For  in.stance,  the  inventory  value  at  the  end  of  October,   1971
Was  $6,075,636  and  the  cost-of-sales  for  the  twelve-month  period
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divided  into  the  cost-of -sales  for  the  twelve-month  period
the  inventory  turns  are  approximately  four.     By  using
this  planning  tool  the  Company  decreased  inventory  while
increasing  sales.    The  inventory  value  at  the  end  of  June
was  $3,765,114  and  the  cost-of-sales  for  the  twelve-month
period  ending  in  June  was  $29,981,677  resulting  in  an
inventory  turn  of  approximately  eight.
Figure  2  shows  the  improvement  in  short  shipments
resulting  from  the  use  of  this  planning  tool.     In  October,
1971,   the  Company  experienced  one  shipment  in  two  that  was
shipped  short  to  the  customer.     For  the  month  of  October
total  truck  shipments  were  457  and  193  of  these  were  short
at  least  one  item.     Percentage  of  shortages  was  calculated
to  be   42%  by  dividing   193  by  457.     The  month  of  June,1972,
the  Company  shipped  489  truck  loads  of  material  to
customers  of  which  45  were  short  at  least  one  item.     During
June  shortages  had  dropped  to  9%  of  the  total.     The  inverse




CHAI'TER   4
DISCUSSION
Central's  most  important  responsibility  was  using
the  forecast  intelligently.    First  this  meant  showing  the
forecaster  the  implications  of  his  forecast  on  the  manu-
facturing  activity  and  on  customer  service.     It  meant
presenting  to  management  the  effects  of  possible  fore-
cast  errors  on  inventories,  operating  costs,  and  customer
relations.     Continuous  communication  was  maintained
between  the  originators  and  the  users  of  the  forecast  to
promote  better  understanding  and  insure  quick  response
to  changing  conditions.
In  using  the  forecast,  production  control  took
advantage  of  forecast  characteristics;  they  separated  the
planning  of  capacity  from  actual  scheduling  within  the
manufacturing  cycle,  making  a  long-term  commitment  only
to  capacity  and  making  the  shortest  possible  commitment
to  the  actual  production  schedule.    This  permitted  taking
advantage  of  the  greater  accuracy  with  which  large  product
groups  could  be  forecast,   as  compared  to  the  individual
items  which  make  up  the  production  schedule.     The  shorter
the  scheduling  cycle,  the  better  the  reaction  to  actual
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changes  in  sales.     Weekly  schedules  reflected  the  latest
information  on  actual  demand  while  firm  schedules  far
into  the  future  were  highly  inaccurate  because  forecasts
become  less  accurate  when  they  are  extended.
The  crux  of  using  the  f orecast  intelligently  in
the  production  control  department  involved  recognizing
forecast  characteristics  and  designing  the  production
control  system  to  take  the  fullest  advantage  of  the  char-
acteristics .
CONCLUSIONS
Central  Foundry  Company  has  experienced  excellent
results  from  this  inventory  control  tool.    It  is  planned
for  implementation  in  all  their  manufacturing  facilities
and  in  each  department.
Inventories  have  been  reduced  as  shown  in  Figure  i
and  the  level  of  customer  service  has  increased.     The
forecasting  of  sales  was  accurate  within  0  to  14  percent
as  Table  4  indicated.
The  objectives  of  the  investigation  were  realized.
(i)     Inventories  were  reduced  through  use  of  this  planning
tool .
(2)     The  customer  service  level  increased  resulting  in
fewer  out-c)f-stock  conditions.
(3)     A  balanced  inventory  was  attained.
(4)     The  inventory  turns  per  annum  were  increased  to  eight.
(5)     Sales  forecasts  were  within  14%  variance  of  actual  shipments.
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The  experiment  in  inventory  control  was  very
successful  and  more  than  met  the  expectation  of  Central..
Although  the  inventory  level  was  reduced,  the  safety
stock  level  of  four-weeks  prevented  shortages  and  back-
orders .
The  goal  of  Central  is  to  improve  inventory  control
and,   simultaneously,   to  develop  sound,   flexible  production
control  systems  based  on  forecasting  principles  and
characteristics .
RECOMMENDATIONS
Table  4  shows  the  forecast  error  to  be  14%,   however
this .calculation  is  for  a  limited  number  of  items  and
represents  items  with  sales  history.    For  new  products
and  promotional  items  it  is  recommended  that  the  forecast
error  be  monitored  very  closely  for  any  wider  variations
from  actual  sales.
In  forecasting  demand  for  promotional  items  and
new  products  the  initial  impact  should  be  cons`idered.
The  initial  impact  of  high  vQltime  orders  from  promotions
should  be  forecast  conservatively  until  the  full  impact  'of
consumer  use  is  determined  to  avoid  over-reacting  on  the
part  of  the  forecaster.
Af ter  the  f orecasting  method  has  been  implemented
in  all  departments  of  the  Company,   it  is  recolr`mended  that
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the  average  of  the  forecasted  sales  to  determine  weeks
supply  be  used  rather  than  the  historical  rate-of-sale.
When  the  forecast  has  been  implemented  it  should
be  tracked  by  measuring  actual  sales  against  the  forecasted
movement.     Central  Foundry  has  a  very  good  record  of  fore-
cast  error  as  shown  in  Table  4.
The  set-up  cost  and  inventory  carrying  cost  should
be  calculated  as  accurately  as  possible  to  insure  an  accurate
calculation  of  the  economic  manufacturing  quantity.
Central's  set-up  cost  for  the  disamatic  department  is
shown  in  the  Appendix.
CHAPTER   5
surmRy
These  basic  forecasting  responsibilities  were
developed  at  Central  to  maximum  ef fectiveness  of  the
forecasting  functions :
i.    Make  the  forecast  ----  Marketing  working  with
Production  control
2.     Use  the  forecast  to
plan  production  -----  Production  control
3.     Track  the  forecast    --.-  Production  control
4.     Report  deviations
from  forecast  ------  Production  control
5.     Interpret  deviations  and
revise  the  forecast  --.-  Marketing
6.     Revise  production  plans
to  ref lect  the  revised
forecast    --------  Production  control.
The  inventory  control  procedure  did  work  f or
Central.     Inventories  were  properly  forecast  and  economic
manufacturing  quantities  were  calculated.     Exponential
smoothing  did  provide  the  tool  for  forecasting  the  require-
ment  of  production  to  meet  the  sales  forecast.     The
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disamatic  department  was  scheduled  very  accurately  with
0  to  14  percent  effectiveness,   certainly  good  enough
for  planning  and  scheduling  inventory  levels.
Central  was  able  to  evaluate  the  sales  pattern  and
respond  to  the  change  forecasted.     Also,   the  forecast  was
easily  compared  to  the  production  capability  by  planning
the  economies  involved  in  the  sales  projection.
The  sales  and  marketing  departments  were  too  busy
selling  and  developing  new  promotional  ef forts  to  be  con-
cerned  with  regularly  updating  forecast  parameters  for
the  many  items  involved.     The  solution  was  for  marketing
to  provide  forecasts  in  meaningful  manufacturing  terms,
but  only  for  groups  of  finished  products,   together  with
forecasts  for  special  items  where  past  history  would  not
be  a  reliable  guide  for  future  activity.    The  production
control  department  made  routine  forecasts  for  run-of-the-
mill  items  that  constituted  the  bulk  of  the  typical
inventory  investment.
A  four-week  safety  stock  was  maintained,  pre-
venting  stock-outs  and  shortages,  without  adversely
affecting  the  inventory  level.
Production  control  advised  marketing  of  the  groups
of  products  important  in  planning  the  level  of  operation
and  of  the  terms  meaningful  in  the  manufacturing  activities.
Production  control  also  provided  data  on  past  demand
history  and  f orecast  errors  which  served  to  provide  a
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base  for  marketing  in  preparing  a  new  forecast.     Production
control  insisted  on  a  measure  of  forecast  error,  not
forcing  marketing  to  admit  their  forecasts  were  poor,
but  simply  to  get  realistic  estimates  on  which  to  base
constructive  action.     The  most  important` contribution  to
improved  forecasting  is  close  cooperation  between  the
marketing  and  production  control  departments.
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APPENDIX
DISAMATIC   COST   FACTORS   INVOLVED   IN   CHANGING   A   PATTERN
OCTOBER   4,1971
1.     1  mechanic  and  1  helper  will  change  a  pattern
in   10  minutes.
i   @   3.92   x   10/60   =       .65
I   @   3.20   x   10/60   =       .43
2.     5  production  people   (Disarr`.atic)   will  be
idle  while  pattern  is
(1)   Operator
(2)   Bull   Runner
(3)   Iron  Pourer
(4)   Core   Hauler







3.     To  change   3   core  boxes,   one   (i)   head
changer  and  one   (i)   helper  require
1-i/2  hours  per  box.
I   @   3.44   x   1-i/2   =   5.16
1   @   2.81   x   1-1/2   =   4.22
rm x  3 =
4.     During  the  time  the  pattern  is  being
changed  on  the  Disamatic,   50  molds
are  lost.
5  molds/min.   x   10  min.   =   50  molds
These  molds  have,   on  the  average,   20#   of
castings  per  mold.
20   x  50   =   1000  pounds,   or   I/2   ton   @
77.00/ton  =







5.     While  core  boxes   are  being  changed,   3  core
machines  are  idle  for  i-i/2  hours.     They
would  produce  during  this  time
400 blows/8 hrs,
8hrs x  i-i/2  hrs.  x
2   cores/blow  =   150   cores
which  are  worth,   on  the  average,150  x   .25  =   37.50
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